ABSTRACT

Performance models assist capacity management and planning for large-scale enterprise applications by predicting their performance for different workloads and hardware environments. Manually creating these models often outweighs their benefits. Automatic performance model generators have been introduced to facilitate the model creation. These generators often use custom monitoring solutions to generate the required input data for the model creation. In contrast, standardized application performance management (APM) solutions are used in industry to control performance metrics for productive systems. This work presents the integration of industry standard APM solutions with a performance model generation framework. We apply the integration concepts using the APM solution Dynatrace and a performance model generation framework for Palladio Component Models (PCM).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Performance of large-scale enterprise applications (EA) is a critical quality requirement [3]. Application providers and data center operators tend to over-provision capacity to ensure that performance goals are met [11]. This is due to a lack of tool support for predicting the required capacity of a software system for expected workloads [5]. Performance models and corresponding model solvers or simulation engines can enhance current capacity estimations and therefore increase the utilization of hardware and reduce costs for application operations [2, 7].

The effort of manually creating such performance models often outweighs their benefits [8]. Automatic model generators have been introduced to reduce this effort [4, 2]. These approaches rely on monitoring data from running systems to extract the performance models. Such generated models can be used as input for a simulation engine or an analytical solver to predict the resource utilization, throughput and response time for different workloads and hardware environments.

Monitoring data for the generation of performance models is gathered by either custom solutions or tools from the scientific community [4, 13]. On the other hand, monitoring of large-scale EAs is state of the art technology in practice [9]. Companies use the gathered monitoring data to detect and resolve performance problems in productive environments [10]. This work presents an extension of our existing performance model generation framework to work with industry standard Application Performance Management (APM) solutions. We extend the Performance Management Work Tools (PMWT1) model generator to create Palladio Component Models (PCM) based on data collected by the Dynatrace2 APM solution [1, 12, 6, 4].

2. AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE MODEL GENERATION FRAMEWORK

In order to use the Dynatrace APM solution we extend the model generation framework presented in [4] and shown in figure 1. This framework uses a custom agent that collects the monitoring data from a running Java EE application. The monitoring data is then processed and aggregated either as comma-separated value (CSV) files and imported into a database or as Managed Beans (MBeans). The aggregated data is input for the model generation. The result is a performance model compliant with the PCM meta-model. The extension proposed in this work allows to use data extracted by standard monitoring frameworks exemplified by a Dynatrace agent for the purpose of performance model

1http://pmw.fortiss.org/
2http://www.dynatrace.com/
Figure 1: PMWT Performance Model Generation Framework

generation. This agent is attached using runtime options without changes to the instrumented application system’s source code. The agent forwards collected data to the Dynatrace server, where detailed traces about method calls and error states are stored in session files for further analysis. Performance metrics derived from these traces are stored in a performance warehouse, and these metrics are typically used by operation engineers as data provider for monitoring dashboards. We extract data from both sources using an extension to our model generation framework called Dynatrace connector.

The Dynatrace connector leverages the representational state transfer (REST) interface of the Dynatrace server to extract detailed monitoring data. This REST interface provides, among others, trace calls for instrumented operations including their resource demands. The Dynatrace connector is an extension of the monitoring data persistence service that is used by the model generator to access data from different sources. The model generator creates a performance model conforming to the PCM meta-model based on the traces and their average resource demands. The resulting models can then be used for the existing simulation engines and analytical solvers that exist for PCM models [12].

3. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

This work proposed an integration of an industry APM solution with a performance model generation framework. Different input formats and levels of granularity can be processed. The extension shows that the generator and its interface are generally applicable and other APM solutions as generator input are possible. As the Dynatrace solution is in widespread use, the monitoring technology is tested more intensive than custom solutions and in varied operation environments. The generated model can be used to simulate different workloads and therefore enhance the Dynatrace solution with capacity planning capabilities.

As a next step we will further extend an existing prototype for the integration and evaluate it in a case study comparing the results using our PMWT agent and the Dynatrace agent. For the evaluation, we will extract models from a running SPECjEnterprise2010 instance using the two existing data collection approaches. Afterwards, the resulting models are used to predict the utilization, throughput and response time for an increased number of users. The prediction results are compared with measurement for similar workloads on the SPECjEnterprise2010 instance.
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